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A renovation by Benjamin Hale Architects presents “a template for bringing Cardiff houses into
the ��st century.”
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Before architect Benjamin Hale renovated this ���� row house in Cardiff, Wales, for Myfanwy and Tom
Shorey, a rear corner of the dining room led to a garden conservatory. By expanding and reprogramming
the conservatory, Hale has connected the dining room to the kitchen.
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Steps lead down from the reception room into the kitchen. A run of cabinets with an integrated sink
directly abuts the threshold between the rooms, and this new wash/prep space terminates in a door to
the rear garden. 
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Italian terrazzo distinguishes the conservatory-cum-kitchen from the house’s original footprint, which
Hale floored in white oak. The architect worked with a local welder to produce the Cumbrian slate–
topped cooking island seen in the foreground.



Overhead, an original plaster archway meets new ceiling joists at the intersection of the dining room and
kitchen. The joists modulate the daylight that enters the kitchen from an expansive new skylight. 





Originally a scullery, this garden room connects to the back of the kitchen. The grooved timber wall
conceals a powder room door.

A series of folding doors separates the garden room from its namesake outdoor space. 



When the room’s folding doors are fully open, house and garden flow into one another.



The garden room is finished in clay pavers whose gray hues evoke the kitchen cooking island’s Cumbrian
slate surface. 



Just outside the kitchen's rear entry, Benjamin Hale Architects created a pergola that aligns to the ceiling
joists that top the wash/prep area inside. 



A view of the Shoreys’ rear garden captures Cardiff in summertime. Architect Benjamin Hale also
designed the landscape.



Floor Plan of Pen Y Lan by Benjamin Hale Architects
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